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Common SenseCommon Sense

Good senseGood sense
Practical wisdomPractical wisdom
Average understandingAverage understanding
Community opinionCommunity opinion
Universally admitted impressions of Universally admitted impressions of 
mankindmankind

An inner consciousness unifying the 5 outer An inner consciousness unifying the 5 outer 
sensessenses



Reexamination and reflection after an interval in the light 
of intervening events

What does [that account] 
mean now?

Later reflecting6

Types 1–4 may all be utilized following comments from 
others. These interactions may be ‘I-R-F’- like: e.g.

Initiating—giving the story
Commenting—by others
Theorizing—by writer and/or readers, as they make links 

and sense of the writing

Is this still so? Why? 
What does it mean now?

Rewriting, reviewing5

Theorizing on the description in Types 1 and/or 2Is this so? Why? 
What does it mean?

Generalizing, hypothesing4

Commenting on Types 1 and/or 2: e.g. adding more 
detail, approaching the story from another angle or 
question

How did it happen?Reflecting, commenting3

Getting the story down without help in your own wordsWhat happened? (2)Expressing, intuiting2

Guided help to get the story down (optional)What happened? (1)Practising, drafting1

CommentAnswering…FunctionType

A Reflective Writing FrameworkA Reflective Writing Framework



Structure 1/ Structure 1/ Why I teachWhy I teach
James James PaynPayn

Why do I teach? I look back in my mind to the reasons I gave wheWhy do I teach? I look back in my mind to the reasons I gave when I started my PGCE course and began my teaching career but now n I started my PGCE course and began my teaching career but now 
theyfeeltheyfeel like a very small part of the answer. That is because the reasolike a very small part of the answer. That is because the reasons I gave were for the benefit of someone conducting an ns I gave were for the benefit of someone conducting an 
interview. In those circumstances reasons are polished and positinterview. In those circumstances reasons are polished and positive, not real and sometimes derived from feelings of inadequacy.ive, not real and sometimes derived from feelings of inadequacy. Now I Now I 
have to answer that question for myself, which means I have to bhave to answer that question for myself, which means I have to be completely honest.e completely honest.
My familyMy family——perhaps the most significant reason I am a teacher…perhaps the most significant reason I am a teacher…
Away from home…Away from home…
Not teaching but still wanting to teach…Not teaching but still wanting to teach…
Becoming an employed teacher…Becoming an employed teacher…
Perhaps this is why I teach and why I want to research story telPerhaps this is why I teach and why I want to research story telling and listeningling and listening
So the conviction that I might contribute to making society moreSo the conviction that I might contribute to making society more equal and break down some of the barriers that exist between anequal and break down some of the barriers that exist between and d 
within people, provides me with energy and direction for teachinwithin people, provides me with energy and direction for teaching. It informs the way I ask the children to work in groups, ideng. It informs the way I ask the children to work in groups, identifying tifying 
strengths and weaknesses within the group and also when they constrengths and weaknesses within the group and also when they consider their own development and progress without involving notiosider their own development and progress without involving notions ns 
of elitism and ‘being in the top/bottom group’ (very strong thouof elitism and ‘being in the top/bottom group’ (very strong thoughts that fundamentally affect children’s selfghts that fundamentally affect children’s self--esteem and are little talked esteem and are little talked 
about in school). Patterns of understanding, respect and a belieabout in school). Patterns of understanding, respect and a belief in mutual benefit can appear in the behaviour of the children f in mutual benefit can appear in the behaviour of the children as the as the 
direct result of teaching (children also seem to have a natural direct result of teaching (children also seem to have a natural understanding that this is the right way to behave). I am also vunderstanding that this is the right way to behave). I am also very ery 
interested in how traditional stories…interested in how traditional stories…
Last and most precious noteLast and most precious note
…As I know my significance as a Father and a partner, I am able …As I know my significance as a Father and a partner, I am able to feel that I am in the right place and this lets me simply be to feel that I am in the right place and this lets me simply be myself myself 
rather than strive to hit imposed targets or visions of what an rather than strive to hit imposed targets or visions of what an inspector would want. When the children see a teacher being a stinspector would want. When the children see a teacher being a story teller ory teller 
or a mathematician or an artist and not a sausage manufacturer oor a mathematician or an artist and not a sausage manufacturer of ‘standards’, they can become completely engaged with the learnf ‘standards’, they can become completely engaged with the learning ing 
because they see it making sense, making someone happy and fulfibecause they see it making sense, making someone happy and fulfilled. Fraser lled. Fraser [his child] [his child] and my Wife have both helped me to be the and my Wife have both helped me to be the 
artist, mathematician or human being with doubts and questions tartist, mathematician or human being with doubts and questions that the children in my class need to meet everyday that they comhat the children in my class need to meet everyday that they come to e to 
school.school.

http://http://www.bath.ac.uk/~edsajw/monday/paynteach.htmwww.bath.ac.uk/~edsajw/monday/paynteach.htm
Accessed 11/06/04Accessed 11/06/04



Structure 2/ Structure 2/ A Description of My LogicA Description of My Logic
Moira LaidlawMoira Laidlaw

PrefacePreface
IntroductionIntroduction
BackgroundBackground
So what am I going to be doing for the next 2 So what am I going to be doing for the next 2 

years?years?
My logicMy logic
Fairness and loveFairness and love
ReferencesReferences
EndnotesEndnotes



Case Studies in TESOL PracticeCase Studies in TESOL Practice
PublishedPublished::
Teacher EducationTeacher Education
Technology Enhanced Learning Technology Enhanced Learning 

EnvironmentsEnvironments
Academic Writing ProgramsAcademic Writing Programs
Bilingual EducationBilingual Education
Action ResearchAction Research
Journal WritingJournal Writing
Distance Learning ProgramsDistance Learning Programs
Intensive English Programs in Intensive English Programs in 

Postsecondary SettingsPostsecondary Settings
Community PartnershipsCommunity Partnerships
MainstreamingMainstreaming
CBI for Higher EducationCBI for Higher Education
ESPESP
Interaction for Language LearningInteraction for Language Learning
Grammar Teaching in Teacher EducationGrammar Teaching in Teacher Education
Assessment PracticesAssessment Practices

In PreparationIn Preparation::
Gender and Language Gender and Language 

LearningLearning
CBI KCBI K––12 12 
Global Perspectives on Global Perspectives on 

EnglishEnglish
Literature in Language Literature in Language 

LearningLearning
EFL in Primary SchoolsEFL in Primary Schools
International Teaching International Teaching 

AssistantsAssistants



2050International experience

2256University teacher educator

2460Teacher trainer

3075Published author

3486Academic

41102Administrator, coordinator

56141Teacher

58144Researcher

%#Feature

Case Study AuthorsCase Study Authors



Case StudiesCase Studies Series/ Chapter Series/ Chapter 
FormatFormat

IntroductionIntroduction
ContextContext
DescriptionDescription
Distinguishing FeaturesDistinguishing Features
Practical IdeasPractical Ideas
ConclusionConclusion



Case StudiesCase Studies Series/ The “What”Series/ The “What”

What’s desirable?What’s desirable?
What’s new?What’s new?
What’s practical?What’s practical?
What’s tested and true?What’s tested and true?



Case StudiesCase Studies Series/ The “Where”Series/ The “Where”

HistoryHistory
PoliticsPolitics
LanguageLanguage
GeographyGeography
CultureCulture
RegionRegion

InstitutionInstitution
ProgramProgram
ApproachApproach
PolicyPolicy
TeachersTeachers
StudentsStudents



Writing “Context”Writing “Context”

JuxtapositionJuxtaposition
ArticulationArticulation
CoherenceCoherence
Creating relationshipCreating relationship
Creating perspectiveCreating perspective

Making the Common UncommonMaking the Common Uncommon



Conclusion 1Conclusion 1

This chapter’s main aim has been to dispel the myth that This chapter’s main aim has been to dispel the myth that 
journals are timejournals are time--consuming for teachers consuming for teachers [statement][statement]. If . If 
structured using the four golden rules laid out in the structured using the four golden rules laid out in the 
Description section, journals can be effective and take Description section, journals can be effective and take 
up little of the teacher’s time up little of the teacher’s time [hypothesis][hypothesis]. The rules . The rules 
have worked for me have worked for me [assertion][assertion]. In fact, 3 years after I . In fact, 3 years after I 
had them in my class, six students are still writing had them in my class, six students are still writing 
journals to me (with their teacher’s knowledge, of journals to me (with their teacher’s knowledge, of 
course) course) [substantiation][substantiation]. Finally, if this chapter tempts . Finally, if this chapter tempts 
teachers to try out journals with their classes, then I will teachers to try out journals with their classes, then I will 
have succeeded in what I set out to do have succeeded in what I set out to do [projection]. [projection]. 
(Quirke, 2001, p.34)(Quirke, 2001, p.34)



Conclusion 2Conclusion 2
I return to where I began: with my own professional development.I return to where I began: with my own professional development.
This project [action research] has allowed me to understand…This project [action research] has allowed me to understand…

The project also led me to reflect at some length on… Two pointsThe project also led me to reflect at some length on… Two points
here seem particularly relevant…here seem particularly relevant…

As I stated at the beginning of this chapter, the project descriAs I stated at the beginning of this chapter, the project described bed 
here constituted a milestone in …. Reconceptualizing the…allowedhere constituted a milestone in …. Reconceptualizing the…allowed
me to move forward…This development took the form, not of me to move forward…This development took the form, not of 
resolving my problems, but of helping me redefine them and move resolving my problems, but of helping me redefine them and move 
onto to new issues…. The three central tensions that I see folloonto to new issues…. The three central tensions that I see follow….w….

My project, then, has not ‘solved my problems’; it has, however,My project, then, has not ‘solved my problems’; it has, however,
helped me to see the situation in a radically new light, and to helped me to see the situation in a radically new light, and to move move 
forward toward new understandings of my work. This alone has forward toward new understandings of my work. This alone has 
made the process worthwhile.made the process worthwhile. (Johnston, 2000, pp.171(Johnston, 2000, pp.171––2)2)



Conclusion 3Conclusion 3

Although we have encountered a Although we have encountered a 
number of unforeseen number of unforeseen 
obstacles…, each year we move obstacles…, each year we move 
forward.forward.

((FeakFeak, 2002, p.22), 2002, p.22)



Conclusion 4Conclusion 4
Our collaboration began with the CS Our collaboration began with the CS [content [content 
specialist]specialist]’s’s frustration over…. We frustration over…. We conceived conceived our our 
collaboration collaboration asas…. We …. We recognized recognized that… and we tried that… and we tried 
to…. That we to…. That we cannotcannot claimclaim…does not mean…. On the …does not mean…. On the 
contrary, we contrary, we believebelieve that were there incentives for…such that were there incentives for…such 
as ours,as ours, CSsCSs would be well advisedwould be well advised to…. Further, they to…. Further, they 
would be best servedwould be best served…. In fact, what the present CS …. In fact, what the present CS 
most importantly most importantly takes away fromtakes away from this collaboration is….this collaboration is….
Although this case Although this case did not conclusively identifydid not conclusively identify sheltering sheltering 
as…, it as…, it has prompted us to has prompted us to reexaminereexamine…. It …. It suggestssuggests…. …. 
That…is another argument in their That…is another argument in their [sheltering courses][sheltering courses]
favourfavour. . (Schneider & (Schneider & FriedenbergFriedenberg, 2002, p.168), 2002, p.168)



Conclusion 5Conclusion 5
OutcomesOutcomes

Outcomes in…can be conceptualized in at least three ways:…Outcomes in…can be conceptualized in at least three ways:…
MilestonesMilestones
….For one teacher…this meant…. For myself, it meant…. For all of….For one teacher…this meant…. For myself, it meant…. For all of us, it meant…. The effect of these milestone us, it meant…. The effect of these milestone 

experiences extends beyond the project itself.experiences extends beyond the project itself.
Individual/group productsIndividual/group products
In terms of…, there were successes and setbacks. Successes came In terms of…, there were successes and setbacks. Successes came through…. through…. 
I see some of this at work…where JNT talks about…I see some of this at work…where JNT talks about… [2 paragraphs from a teacher’s Action Plan][2 paragraphs from a teacher’s Action Plan]..
A moreA more--group oriented outcome is….group oriented outcome is….
This came home to me in….This came home to me in….
So what about the students?So what about the students?
Whereas…, the project itself necessarily involved…. Each of us gWhereas…, the project itself necessarily involved…. Each of us gathered impressions from students through…. These athered impressions from students through…. These 

reports highlighted a number of key points:reports highlighted a number of key points:
……
……
……
Finally, here, an outcome with great resonance:…Finally, here, an outcome with great resonance:…

sReflectionssReflections
There are five points about the mechanics and nature of the projThere are five points about the mechanics and nature of the project that I would suggest are worth repeating and ect that I would suggest are worth repeating and 

considering for those about to engage in teacher research projecconsidering for those about to engage in teacher research projects.ts.
……
……
……
……
… … ((MellesMelles, 2001, pp. 153, 2001, pp. 153––156)156)



Reexamination and reflection after an interval in the light 
of intervening events

What does [that account] 
mean now?

Later reflecting6

Types 1–4 may all be utilized following comments from 
others. These interactions may be ‘I-R-F’- like: e.g.
Initiating—giving the story
Commenting—by others
Theorizing—by writer and/or readers, as they make links 
and sense of the writing

Is this still so? Why? 
What does it mean now?

Rewriting, reviewing5

Theorizing on the description in Types 1 and/or 2Is this so? Why? 
What does it mean?

Generalizing, hypothesing4

Commenting on Types 1 and/or 2: e.g. adding more 
detail, approaching the story from another angle or 
question

How did it happen?Reflecting, commenting3

Getting the story down without help in your own wordsWhat happened? (2)Expressing, intuiting2

Guided help to get the story down (optional)What happened? (1)Practising, drafting1

CommentAnswering…FunctionType

A Reflective Writing FrameworkA Reflective Writing Framework
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